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ABSTRACT

NASA science missions generate large amounts of data,
both in space and on Earth. The Mars Exploration Rovers
(MER), or Spirit and Opportunity, have both generated
tens of thousands of images, thousands of daily plans, and
hundreds of targeting metadata. Scientists require a simple, reliable means of finding mission data in order to
plan a Mars rover’s daily activities, as well as to understand and study the science data that is returned. To this
end, we propose utilizing familiar web paradigms in order
to present linked data to science users. Our interface has
been tested using data from the Spirit Rover and is going
to be deployed for the upcoming Mars Science Laboratory
(MSL) rover, Curiosity.
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INTRODUCTION

The twin Mars Exploration Rovers (MER), Spirit and
Opportunity, have both collected over 20,000 images of
Mars apiece, the Phoenix Scout Mission collected similar
amounts of data during a short mission. Additionally,
during a mission, scientists on Earth develop several
thousand pieces of ground data, including daily plans for
each rover’s activity and metadata concerning the findings of the mission. Simple queries such as “list all mission data from Sol (Martian Day) 25” cannot be done in
one operation, or viewed at once with current tools [2,3].
For the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover, Curiosity,
set to launch in 2011, our goal is to provide an intuitive
interface for scientists, where all mission data is readily
accessible with minimal training. This is especially important because the MSL mission is the largest Mars mission to date. It will have many more scientists spread
throughout the world working collaboratively to complete
mission operations. In order to develop an intuitive interface for this broad collection of users, we borrowed heavily from current web search engines, on-line shopping
stores, and social networking sites.
The motivation behind the decision is, if finding mission
data is similar to shopping online, users will have a familiar user interface (UI) to work with, which reduces the
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training required to use the tool. Allowing users to focus
on the science at hand, rather then try to learn a new UI.
Mission data is also linked together across multiple dimensions in order to give the user the ability to craft useful and powerful searches.
WEB PARADIGMS

Google, Flickr, Newegg, eBay, Newegg and others have
revolutionized the way people use the Internet. These
applications have been so widely used that they have become ubiquitous, redefining users expectations with regard to how applications work [1]. Searching, editable
breadcrumbs, back/forward/refresh buttons, collaboration,
category based filtering, tagging, related data and live
previews are no longer nice-to-have features; they are
expected by many users. Users rely on these capabilities
to work effectively and are often surprised when these
features are not available. With this in mind we analyzed
many of these applications in order to create the best of
breeds for our data browser.
WEB PARADIGMS IN MISSION DESKTOP SOFTWARE

The main interface for searching mission data mimics a
web browser embedded inside desktop software (Figure
1). The central pane shows the results of the current
search. The default search presents all data in reverse
chronological order, similar to a blog or news website.

Figure 1: Example of search interface with a query for
Data Products tagged “highPriority.”

On the left side of the window is a bar of links for narrowing the search, similar to many shopping websites, as
shown in Figure 2. The available links will change as the
current search changes. There is always a freeform search
box available to query across all fields.

plans containing a certain sequence of instructions, or
images of specific features such as craters or rocks. For
these cases we provide the ability to tag any type of mission data. A tag is globally applied across the mission,
meaning a tag by one user is visible to all other users.
This creates a means of linking mission that was previously unrelated.
We have already seen examples of how tags will be used
during practice exercises and demos. In one case, users
were using the tags as a sort of e-mail where they would
tag images that they thought a colleague would find interesting, i.e. “for_john.”
ROUND TRIP DATA LINKING, RELATED DATA

Figure 2: "Refine search" navigator from a search performed
on Ebay.com compared to the navigation bar from the interface.

A breadcrumb trail shows the constraints on the search
(Figure 3). The user may remove individual breadcrumbs
to broaden the search or edit the breadcrumbs to change
the parameters, similar to many shopping sites such as
Newegg. Editing actions for breadcrumbs are specific to
the search item that the breadcrumb represents. For example, some breadcrumbs (such as freeform search) are
simply an editable text field, while others (such as instrument type) are pull-down menus.

A major drawback in previous missions is that it is not
possible to know what intent caused a specific data product to be captured. By tagging all commands to the rover
with a hexadecimal token, the tool is able to link together
ground data and Mars data, enable new visualizations and
relationships to be created. This technology was available
during the Phoenix mission, but the tools did not fully
support these capabilities. The new interface not only
fully supports the round trip data but also exposes it in
useful and interesting ways.
It should be noted that Spirit and Opportunity do not contain the ability to encode round trip tokens into data products. Therefore, testing thus far has been limited to handgenerated round trip data tokens.
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Figure 3: Breadcrumb trail from "Advanced Search" of
Newegg.com compared to the breadcrumb trail from the
interface.

Similar to a standard web browser, back/forward/reload
buttons are provided to move through the search history.
Additionally, each search has a URL associated with it
that can be copied and shared between users via email or
instant message and sessions as a way to reproduce
searches, similar to URLs in a browser.
When the user selects a specific piece of data, a detailed
display will be presented on the right side of the screen.
The detail display is specific to the type of data that is
selected.
TAGGING MISSION DATA

Some information may require a link that is not possible
through automatic means. These examples may include

The accompanying video for this poster may be found at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y24Ghpk41IY
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